C.   UNDER  THE  MONGOL  IL-KHANS
I.   S.VD AD-DATTLA
I
X surveying the sources for information on outstanding
Jews in the political and economic life of the Islamic
Middle Ages, we meet 'with one other leading Jewish personality
only during the thirteenth century in the empire of the Mongol
Il-Khans. This is the Jewish Vizier and physician Sa'd
ad-Daula, whose influence on political and economic events
of his period reached far beyond his own immediate
surroundings.
The information hitherto at our disposal concerning Safid
ad-Daula was derived primarily from the Persian historian
Wassaf, who was used by the well-known European scholars
in their historical works on the Mongol period.1 But within
the limits of their general accounts those authors could offer
no more than a rough and sketchy picture of the activities
of Sa'd ad-Daula.
New sources,2 however, have become available since the
1 Tor a general account of the Xl-Khans see: Hamtner-Purgstall,
Gtachichte der ftbhane, Darmstadt, 1842-3; 31. d'Ohsson, Histoire des
Mongols depuis Tschinguiz Knan jusqv^d Timour Bey ou Tamerlan, Hague
and Amsterdam, IS34-5 ; H. Howorth, History of ike Hongols, London,
1876-1888; E. G. Browne, Persian Literature under Tartar Dominion,
Cambridge, 1920.
* In Wassaf the chapter dealing with Sa'd ad-Baula in the used MS.
Add. 23517 is found on fols. 196a-207a. AH quotations from the MS. of
Sashid ad-Li* are to be found in the chapter of MS. Add. 16688 on
fols. 14S6-156a. Cf. on the various MSS. of his history, E. G. Browne,
" Suggestions for a complete edition of the JamTut-tawarikh of Rashid
ad-Din," JPAS.> 190S, pp. 17-37. The short report on Sa'd ad-Daula
in Khwandamir, Salih us-Siyar> iii, pp. 4-4-7, is obviously taken from Rashid
ad-Din. Considering the large number of historical works on the period
of the Il-Khans it is very probable that later Persian authors, primarily
IJafiz Abru, Mirkhwand, etc., also deal with Sa'd ad-Daula. In addition
to these Persian sources the Syriac Chronicle of Bar Hebrseus and various
Arabic authorities cited in the text were used.

